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SKIN DEEP 
The old adage “never 
judge a book by its                
cover” does not apply to 
fresh produce.  
 
Certainly we do judge fresh 
fruits and vegetables by 
their appearance. There’s an 
entire movement behind               
ugly produce.  
 
That notion promotes the 
sale of produce that may not 
meet standard grades or 
specifications. It’s more than a noble pursuit.  
Less food waste, more revenue for farmers.  
 
When we talk appearance, there are some factors 
that defy any preconceived thoughts about how a 
tomato or eggplant should look.  Since we eat first 
with our eyes, it makes sense for the law of                         
attraction to tempt us with vibrant colors in produce.  
 
Purple plums, eggplant and kohlrabi are                         
irresistible. Tomatoes come in all hues from reds 
and yellows to striations of striped, zebra-like                   
specimens.  
 
Summer squash shapes come in globes,                      
elongated bulbs, pears and starbursts. These 
versatile veggies are good stuffed, grilled or sauteed 
and then eaten  as a side.  
 
Fresh fruits and vegetables are certainly the                 
headliner  at farmers markets. Retail grocers 
have figured out their star power and have                     
strategically located fresh produce at store entry-
ways.  
 
Savvy produce managers know how to entice every 
sale with themed merchandising that customers               
simply cannot resist. Even if Rainer cherries or            
California raspberries did not make it to the 

shopping list,  their beauty puts 
them in the basket.   
 
Rhubarb is one of those              
seasonal items so unusual and 
striking that it always captivates. 
Once we grab a few of those 
long,  colorful stalks, we must 
also buy strawberries or 
peaches to pair them with.  
 
Impulsive produce  purchases 
are sometimes the best kind. 
They take us out of the                    

comfort zone and force a menu adjustment. Building 
a plate around phenomenally green Romansco                 
becomes possible.  
 
Watermelon radishes cut open to reveal their 
magical inner glow. Heirloom carrot varieties 
(inside and out) give Crayola  Crayons a run for the 
money. Use them in salads, Buddha bowls,                         
marinades, pickle and a hundred other ways.  
 
As long as the fresh produce items are free from              
decay and obvious cuts and bruising, odd 
shapes, sizes and unusual formations are good to 
consume.  
 
The assortment of summer grapes, melons, stone 
fruits, beans, sweet onions and row crop               
vegetables is mind blowing. Having to pick favorites 
is near impossible. Working as many together into 
one meal at a time may avoid the burden of                
choosing. 
 
If the whispering of sweet corn or  a Picasso                        
melon calls your name, take it home. Make it the 
center of attention. Good looks are in the eye of the 
beholder.  
 
Healthy eaters know what good food is and how to 
treat it. Sometimes, we need to go further  than 
just skin deep.  
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Apples & Pears:   Just a couple more weeks until 
new crop Gala apples begin harvesting in                     
Washington. Current storage crops are nearing the 
end on several varieties; Galas and Golds are done 
and Fuji and Pink Lady in short supply. California    
galas are the only new crop, currently limited.  

Other  apple and pear varieties will  follow behind the 
late  August start date and well into September. Cali-
fornia Bartlett, Red and Bosc pears are just getting 
to harvests in new orchards.  Add them to the August 
summer lineup and menus.  

Avocados: There is finally 
something exciting going 
on with this market. One of 
the most recent and highly               
covered is the news of                 
Jalisco avocados are now 
making their way into the 
U.S.  This is positive news 

for the avocado industry and for avocado customers.  

The avocado market is still finding its footing as               
current supplies continue to outpace weekly demand. 
Supply in the United States is solid now, thanks to the 
steady product from Mexico and Peru. Colombia and 
California are on the decline but are still contributing to 
availability in a small way. Supplies should stay steady 
but may decline when Peru wraps up its export                  
season toward the end of  August. For now, we see  
August as a positive month while supplies remain at 
current levels. Look at Labor Day promotions to               
highlight fresh avocados.  

Berries:  Moving forward, we 
expect to see a steady                   
blueberry supply. The Pacific 
Northwest  is the main draw out 
west, while Michigan, New                   
Jersey and Mexico are also    
producing good numbers.               
Off-shore fruit from Peru should 

begin to slowly arrive over the next few weeks. Quality 
has been good out of all areas. Demand has softened, 
and the market will remain flat at lower levels in the 
near term. Promote blueberries! 

We continue to see very light strawberry harvests out 
of the Salinas and Watsonville areas keeping open 
market fruit in a demand exceeds  supply mode. We 
are past peak production in all areas and continue to 
see a slow but steady reduction yields week over 
week. This is an industry-wide situation which will not 
subside until we see new crop Oxnard production 
begin in late September, weather  permitting. 

Blackberry and raspberry numbers are low. Pricing 
is higher with very limited availability. 

Citrus: August is here and CA Valencia demand           
continues to be very strong.  Weekly movement has 
been very consistent and markets are firm.  As we 

move into August, we do not anticipate weekly            
demand or markets to change.  The import deal is still 
“struggling” with smaller sizes, very high market and 
inconsistent arrivals. This has created additional            

demand for California fruit. As 
shippers work through the next 
and final six weeks of the Valencia 
program, we anticipate limited 
supplies and continued strong 
markets.   

Using Valencia oranges as a bridge to fill the gap be-
tween  now and the next domestic navel               har-
vest, packing has picked up pace. 

Steady weekly packing, but still limited, growers are 
trying to stretch out the program into early to mid-
September.  At our current pace, we will be done with 
harvest second week of September. Current  availabil-
ity is limited.  Both grades of 48/56 fruit is very tight. 
This will stand for remainder of the season.  Both 
grades of 72/88 are packing okay, but demand  ex-
ceeds supply.  113/138’s are showing heaviest pack 
out and best availability.   

A gap is expected between lemon growing regions. 
New crop production will start early November. Expect 
good quality and supplies steady. Lime prices have 
increased. Quality is adequate; shippers continue to 
grade for quality.  

Grapes: California grape supplies are abundant;        
quality is excellent. Promote red, green and black 
grapes at retail.  Foodservice sector can utilize grapes 
for plate appeal.  

Melons: Poor growing conditions and challenging 
weather are causing watermelon prices to soar. In the 
summer, domestic watermelon markets fragment 
across multiple states. As a result, prices typically stay 
steady. This year, poor growing conditions in most 
places (except, surprisingly California) have                       
disrupted summer supplies. Demand will likely stay 
high until cooler weather returns. Supplies are                     
expected to improve over the next few weeks,                 
however slowly. 

Cantaloupe markets are steady with increasing                    
volumes in California. Smaller sizes are more                        
available. Quality is good. Honeydew melon markets 
are steady with a wide range of sizes available.                     
Quality is good with steady demand. Specialty                     
heirloom variety melons are  the perfect summer 
choice for outdoor events and melon solutions.   

Tomatoes: Due to drought and water allocations,    
California tomatoes have moved farther north and 
supply will improve. Overall acreage is down this year. 
There is a steady supply of Oceanside tomatoes 
available. In the coming weeks, we can expect fairly 
steady markets.  
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Broccoli, Cauliflower &  Celery:  Warm                          
temperatures has created some seeders internally 
with celery plants. Overall quality is good and demand 
is light to moderate. Expect steady availability in both 
Salinas and Southern California. Broccoli and                  
cauliflower are steady.   

Lettuces: The warm temperatures and higher                        
humidity  in the growing regions of California is               
causing growing defects in iceberg lettuce as well as 
romaine and all leaf lettuce  items. Expect lighter 
weights, seeder, internal burn and discoloration. There 
can be mildew issues, caused from high humidity. A 
shorter shelf life on all value added items is the norm.  

Mixed Vegetables:  Poor growing conditions and 
shipping delays continue to affect produce prices.                

Asparagus prices are currently twenty percent higher 
than the previous week and closing in on the extreme 
levels of 2013 and 2017. Port delays in Peru and          
colder temperatures are affecting supply. Too little rain 
and heat in Mexico are firing up asparagus prices as 
crop production is transitioning to the northern Baja 
region. Mexico's production is considerably lower; 
however, it still accounts for about fifty percent of all 
available asparagus product in the United States at 
this time. Expect prices to escalate as supply                      
fluctuates. 

Oxnard bell peppers have started in a light way with 
another grower starting next week out of Arroyo 
Grande. Western supply has improved with newer  
regions starting out of Gilroy/Hollister districts. Prices 
are slightly lower this week as more supply is available 
on both coasts.  

Strong cucumber supplies 
are keeping markets steady—
slicers, Persian and hot-
house grown. Quality is 
good. Green Onion supplies 
are starting to get slightly                     
limited with the incremental 

weather in Mexico. Look for this market to be up 
slightly going into next week.  

Potatoes: Russet Potato demand exceeds available 
supply. Washington started harvesting in light way. 
Idaho will gap between storage and new crops. This is 
an industry-wide supply issue affecting foodservice 
sectors the hardest. No real relief is expected until mid
-September. Look to substituting red, white, yellow 
or sweet potatoes, if possible.  

VEGETABLES 

BAKED EGGPLANT               

INGREDIENTS:   

1 eggplant, or 4 thin and 
long ones                                                     
3 TBSP  breadcrumbs                                                             
2 TBSP grated Parmigiano 
Reggiano, or                
Pecorino Romano                                                                             
1 TBSP finely chopped 
parsley                                                                                                                     
1 TBSP finely chopped capers, either brined or in salt                                                                       
1 clove of garlic                                                                             
4 TBSP water                                                                     
2 TBSP extra virgin olive oil, more for drizzling                  

A few turns of black pepper  & salt as desired                                          

METHOD:  Preheat oven to 375°F 

Slice the eggplants into 1/4 inch thick slices. Thicker 
slices will require a longer cooking, which could burn the 
breadcrumb topping. Thinner slices will just cook in a 
shorter time, but  could produce eggplants slightly too 
dry. Arrange them in a large oven tray lined with                        

parchment paper. 

Mix breadcrumbs, Parmigiano Reggiano, parsley,                
capers, garlic, water, extra virgin olive oil and pepper. 
Taste and check if it needs salt: capers and Parmigiano 

are already quite salty, so do not overdo. 

Sprinkle the breadcrumb topping all over the eggplant 
slices. Press gently with your fingers to make it adhere 
to the eggplants. Drizzle more extra virgin olive oil over 
the breadcrumb topping. Roast in the hot oven for about 
30 – 35 minutes, until the breadcrumbs are golden 
brown and the eggplants are cooked through. Serve                       
either hot or warm, as a side dish or as a main course.                  
 SERVES:  2 as a Main or 4 as a side                                              

  Recipe courtesy  Juls’ Kitchen 

The cilantro market continues to react higher.  The heat from the last several weeks have brought fields              

forward.  Yields have  drastically been reduced, and growers are seeing fusarium (yellowing & wilting) along 

with early bolting due to warmer weather.   Suppliers are now caught up in their fields and future fields are 

not sizing up.  Many suppliers continue to see seeders, light sun scald, tip burn, very occasional insect  dam-

age.   Many shippers are unable to cover orders. Expect tight supplies for the next few weeks.  



 

 

                    Enjoy this week’s update               

                                 

MARKET REPORT 

For updated prices and availability contact  

GENERAL PRODUCE  

916.441.6431 

E-Mail: solutions@generalproduce.com 

 

 
Good Food, Good Mood 

Mindful Eating, Mindful Life 


